CINIOSTM
FEATURE

BENEFIT

Extreme outdoor protection with IP55 rated TV housing

Protects against the smallest dirt or dust entry, and more importantly
against harmful intrusion of water, even sprayed in powerful jets - so
driving rain, sprinklers, accidental pool splashing are all protected.

Waterproof and storable remote control

Just stick it anywhere on the metal housing. Now less likely to leave it
lying around or the dog carrying it off. And if it does, it's waterproof
from puddles, rain, dew, and ponds. Perfect for the backyard!

LED backlight LCD panel

Lower power consumption vs. standard ccfl backlight panel.

Low power consumption

Lowers home electricity costs. Uses less power than standard indoor
TVs, and all other outdoor TV models.

Day/Night-dimming

Single brightness adjustment between daytime or nighttime viewing to
improve picture quality.

Sunlight readable hyper-bright design

Nearly 2x brighter than the average indoor TV for excellent viewing in
outdoor sunlight.

External TV control buttons

Make quick TV changes with controls for power, channel, volume, and
source. Helpful when the kids have lost the remote.

Extra-long 10 ft AC power cord

Makes it easier to plug in outdoors where outlets are spaced farther
apart.

Anthracite bezel color

Uniquely chosen to complement most outdoor decors.

Wide operating temperature range from 0C to 50C (32F to 122F)

Watch your Backyard TV in all kinds of weather no matter where you
live.

Simplified remote control

In the backyard, anyone can quickly operate the TV without the
complicated buttons of an indoor home theater.

Internal electronics silicon-based coating

Protects your TV electronics from condensation, dew, and high
humidity.

Anti-glare and Anti-reflective screen

Improves your picture quality in the bright daylight by reducing glare
and reflections.

Tempered front glass

Scratch and impact resistant safety glass.

No maintenance housing

Unique air flow system means no messy air filters to clean or replace.

Exceptional 8W powered speakers

Because the outdoors has more background noise, and you might like
to watch from further away than your couch.

USB input

Plug in a USB drive and display your pictures or play music files with the
remote control.
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